In this paper, we propose an open-loop unequal error protection querying policy based on superposition coding for the noisy 20 questions problem. In this problem, a player wishes to successively refine an estimate of the value of a continuous random variable by posing binary queries and receiving noisy responses. When the queries are designed non-adaptively as a single block and the noisy responses are modeled as the output of a binary symmetric channel the 20 questions problem can be mapped to an equivalent problem of channel coding with unequal error protection (UEP). A new non-adaptive querying strategy based on UEP superposition coding is introduced whose estimation error decreases with an exponential rate of convergence that is significantly better than that of the UEP repetition code introduced by Variani et al., [1] . With the proposed querying strategy, the rate of exponential decrease in the number of queries matches the rate of a closed-loop adaptive scheme where queries are sequentially designed with the benefit of feedback. Furthermore, the achievable error exponent is significantly better than that of a random block code employing equal error protection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider a noisy 20 questions game between a player and an oracle. The player asks binary queries to the oracle and receives a noisy version of the oracle's correct answers transmitted through a binary symmetric channel with flipping probability ∈ (0, 1/2), denoted BSC( ). The objective of the player is to estimate the value of a continuous target variable X ∼ unif[0, 1]. The player can ask questions about the first k bits in the dyadic expansion of X using N queries. The central question addressed here is: What is the optimal sequence of queries to estimate the value of X with a minimum estimation error for a specified cost function? This general setup of noisy 20 questions game and the optimal query design problem is of broad interest, arising in various areas, including active learning [2] , [3] , optimal sensing [4] and experimental design [5] , [6] , with diverse applications. target localization problem in a sensor network [7] can be modeled as a noisy 20 questions game where a player (agency) aims to locate a target by receiving query responses from sensors probing the region of interest.
The problem of optimal query design for the 20 noisy questions game can be categorized into two main approaches, adaptive vs. non-adaptive designs. In each approach, the sequence of questions is designed by a controller that may either use feedback (adaptive 20 questions) or operate open-loop (non-adaptive 20 questions) to formulate the sequence of questions. For the adaptive case, the controller uses noisy answers to previous questions to determine the next question posed to the oracle. For the non-adaptive case, the controller designs the sequence of queries ahead of time without access to future answers of the oracle. In general, the use of feedback in the adaptive design provides an information advantage, allowing a better error rate of convergence, but at the cost of higher query design complexity and the need for a feedback channel from the oracle to the controller.
Previous studies on 20 questions optimal query design sought to design queries that minimize the posterior uncertainty of the target variable, where uncertainty was quantified by the Shannon entropy [8] , [2] , [9] , [7] . In these works, the utility of observation is quantified by the expected reduction of the entropy due to the observation.
This reduction is equivalent to the increase in mutual information between the target variable and the observation.
For adaptive sequential querying, greedy successive entropy minimization policies [9] , [10] have been extensively investigated.
When the mutual information is used to design the queries, any two queries that increase the mutual information by the same amount are considered to be equally valuable, regardless of how the queries reduce the estimation error.
However, when estimation accuracy is important queries minimizing the mutual information may not be equivalent.
For example, when the queries are on the coefficients in the dyadic expansion of a target variable X the queries on the most significant bits (MSBs) of X may be more valuable than those on the least significant bits (LSBs) in terms of reducing the estimation error. For estimation of X, the important question is then how to design queries that are good at reducing the estimation error.
Since in the noisy 20 questions model, the queries to the oracle result in answers that are received with errors, it is desirable to provide unequal error protection (UEP) for MSBs vs. LSBs in order to minimize the estimation error with a limited number of queries. This paper addresses the problem of non-adaptive query design using this concept of UEP.
To develop the UEP querying policy, we exploit the close connection between the problem of optimal query design in the noisy 20 questions problem and the problem of channel coding for the classical information transmission problem. Let M = {0, . . . , 2 k − 1} denote the set of 2 k possible states of the target variable X, determined by the first k bits in its dyadic expansion. A binary query partitions the set M into two disjoint subsets, one of which contains the true state of X. For adaptive sequential querying, the partition is random, depending on the answers to the previous queries, whereas for non-adaptive querying, the partition is deterministic and determined in advance.
By considering the true state of the target variable as a message transmitted from the oracle to the player and the oracle's binary answers bits to the queries as a codeword, the query design problem can be mapped to an equivalent problem of channel coding. Specifically, the query design problem reduces to the channel coding with feedback for
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The equivalence between the query design problem and the channel coding problem allows us to apply UEP channel coding methods to design a querying strategy. Unequal error protection coding accounts for the fact that for estimation of a target variable, the errors in the most significant bits (MSBs) are much more costly than the errors in the least significant bits (LSBs). One way to provide unequal error protection is repetition coding. In repetition coding, each bit is repeatedly transmitted multiple times, the number of repetitions varying in accordance with the desired level of unequal error protection. Such a UEP repetition coding approach to the noisy 20 questions problem was considered in [1] . It was shown that the mean squared error (MSE) of this approach decreases exponentially in √ N where N is the number of queries. The square root of N rate is smaller than the linear in N exponential rate of decrease achievable by the bisection-based adaptive 20 questions strategy [11] that corresponds to Horstein's coding scheme for a BSC( ) with perfect feedback [12] .
The main contribution of this paper is to provide a new non-adaptive querying strategy based on superposition coding [13] that can provide UEP and achieve better MSE convergence rate. The proposed superposition coding strategy provides UEP for two levels of priority, i.e., a strictly better error protection for MSBs than that for
LSBs. For the MSE cost function, the different importance of MSBs vs. LSBs is captured by more highly weighted decoding error probabilities on MSBs than on LSBs when they are accounted to obtain bounds on MSE. We optimize the superposition coding strategy for these relative weights on the decoding error probabilities and show that the proposed querying strategy results in MSE that decreases exponentially in N , as contrasted to √ N , matching the error rate of the adaptive 20 questions strategy [11] . Furthermore, we achieve a better scale factor in the MSE exponent as compared to that of a random block code employing equal error protection.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the mathematical formulation for the noisy 20 questions problem for state estimation. We highlight the connection between the query design and the channel coding problems both for adaptive sequential querying and for non-adaptive block querying. We consider the MSE and the quantized MSE as query performance measures and quantify the value of information about the state of the target variable. In Section III, we review three well-known querying policies including the adaptive bisection policy [12] , non-adaptive UEP repetition policy [1] , and non-adaptive block querying based on random block coding [14] . In Sections III-A, we show that the bisection policy is the optimal myopic policy among successive entropy minimization policies in reducing the minimum MSE of the target variable (Proposition 1). In Sections III-B
and III-C, two representative non-adaptive policies are presented and compared in terms of UEP property and coding gain. We introduce a new non-adaptive querying policy based on superposition coding in Section IV. We show that block querying based on superposition coding provides higher error protection for MSBs than for LSBs.
We then establish that the proposed non-adaptive block querying strategy achieves better quantized MSE exponent (Theorem 1) and better MSE exponent (Corollary 1) than those of a random block code . In Section V, performance of all four policies discussed in this paper are compared by analyzing the achievable error rates of convergence for the estimation errors in the number N of queries. Finally, conclusions and future directions are discussed briefly in Section VI. After presenting each lemma, we provide a brief discussion but defer the technical details of the June 30, 2016 DRAFT proofs to the Appendices.
A. Notations
Capital letters will represent random variables and lower case letters will represent specific realizations of those random variables. The statistical expectation operator and the indicator operator will be denoted by E[] and 1(),
respectively. For a continuous random variable X distributed as p(x), x ∈ R, the differential entropy h(X) is defined as h(X) = − p(x) ln p(x)dx. For a discrete random variable Y with distribution p(y), y ∈ Y, the entropy H(Y )
is defined as H(Y ) = − y∈Y p(y) ln p(y). The entropy of a binary random variable Z distributed as Bernoulli(α),
Bold face z or z N 1 denotes the length-N binary sequence (z 1 z 2 . . . z N ) where z t is the t-th bit of z. The Hamming weight of z is equal to the cardinality of the set {t ∈ [1 : N ] : z t = 1} and is denoted as w H (z). The bit-wise XOR operation is symbolized by ⊕ and the bit-wise XOR of two binary sequences x and y is written as x ⊕ y.
The Hamming distance between two binary sequences x and y is the cardinality of the set {t ∈ [1 : N ] :
We will use the notation=,≤, and≥ as follows:
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT: NOISY 20 QUESTIONS FOR ESTIMATION OF A TARGET VARIABLE
We consider the following state estimation problem in the context of a noisy 20 questions game between a player and an oracle who communicate over a channel. The objective of the player is to estimate the value of a target variable, or state, X ∼ unif[0, 1] by posing a sequence of binary queries to the oracle and receiving noisy answers. To estimate X, the player asks the oracle whether X is located within some sub-region Q ⊂ [0, 1], which may be connected or non-connected, and receives a noisy binary answer Y ∈ {0, 1} based on the correct answer Z(X) = 1(X ∈ Q) with error probability ∈ [0, 1/2). The oracle always provides a correct binary answer Z(X) = 1(X ∈ Q) to the player's query, and the channel through which the oracle's binary answer is transmitted to the player is modeled as a binary symmetric channel, BSC( ).
The player asks the sequence of N questions as a sequence of querying regions (Q 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q N ). The oracle provides correct answers (Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . , Z N ) to the queries about the target variable X, and the player receives the noisy version (Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . Y N ) of the oracle's answers through N uses of the BSC( ). Based on these answers, the player calculates an estimateX N of X. For a given cost function c(x,x N ) between the true value x and the estimatex N , the player's goal is to find the optimal sequence of querying regions (Q 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q N ) and the estimatorX N (Y 1 , . . . , Y N ) that minimize the expected cost function. That is, the player aims to achieve , whereas for non-adaptive block querying the controller generates a length-N block of queries
non-adaptively as a single block. The oracle gives the correct answer Z i to the query Q i about the target variable X. The player receives a noisy version Y i of the oracle's answer Z i through a BSC( ), and outputs an estimateX N after receiving
where the expectation is taken over the joint distribution of (X, Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y N ). Note that the joint distribution of
The sequence of questions is designed by a controller that may either use feedback (adaptive sequential querying) or operate open-loop (non-adaptive block querying) as depicted in Fig. 1 . Depending on whether the questions are designed with or without the benefit of feedback, the optimum querying strategy and the corresponding performance can vary. In the next section, we highlight differences between adaptive sequential querying and non-adaptive block querying and show a connection between the noisy 20 questions problem and the channel coding problem.
A. Adaptive vs. Non-adaptive Querying Strategies and Associated Channel Coding Problems
In the adaptive case the i-th querying region Q i can be updated based on past answers
to previous queries. For this case, the controller uses the updated posterior distribution p(x|y i−1 1 ) of X to design the next query, i.e., the region Q i . For example, the i-th querying region Q i can be designed to equalize the probabilities of X belonging to Q i and of X not belonging to Q i , respectively, for given collected answers Y i−1 1
Since the channel input (the oracle's binary answer) Z i (X) is an indicator random variable of the event {X ∈ Q i }, for the choice of Q i satisfying (2) the corresponding channel input Z i has the optimum input distribution for the June 30, 2016 DRAFT BSC( )
and thus it achieves the maximum mutual information of the BSC( ) given any collected answers y i−1
1 . Specifically, the corresponding conditional mutual information between Z i and Y i given Y i−1 1
where
To summarize, in adaptive sequential querying the channel input Z i (X) = 1(X ∈ Q i ) depends on the previous
, since the querying region Q i depends on Y i−1 1
. As depicted in the upper figure of Fig. 1 , the combined operation of the controller and the oracle can be thought of as an encoder in a feedback communication system. Therefore, there is a one-to-one mapping between designing an adaptive sequential querying strategy and designing a sequential channel coder with noiseless feedback.
In the non-adaptive case the querying regions Q 
If the oracle's answer Z i to the question Q i can be transmitted to the player without noise, i.e., = 0, then by querying each coefficient of the dyadic expansion of X, from the MSB to the LSB, the player can discover the N most significant bits (B 1 , . . . , B N ) of X without error. However, in the case of a noisy channel, the player needs to ask redundant questions in order to accurately estimate the k most significant bits of X for some k < N .
Non-adaptive block querying can be mapped to an equivalent problem of length-N block channel coding over a BSC( ). The rate of the block code is defined as R = (k ln 2)/N (nats/channel use) for the resolution of k bits of X. Designing a block of questions (Q 1 , . . . , Q N ) to discover the index M of the sub-interval I M containing X can be thought of as designing a length-N and rate-R block code, or, more specifically, defining an encoding map
N , to reliably transmit one of the 2 k messages through N uses of the channel with channel coding rate R = (k ln 2)/N .
A block of questions specifies the encoding map f : {1, . . . , 2 k } → {0, 1} N , and vice versa. The one-toone mapping between the two is described as follows. Define sub-intervals
We restrict the querying region Q i to be the union of a subset of the quantized intervals {I 0 , . . . , I 2 k −1 }. In other words, we fix the maximum resolution of the querying interval as 2 −k . Let 
On the other hand, when the encoding map f (·) is specified, the associated i-th querying region Q i becomes the union of the sub-intervals {I m } for message m 's such that the i-th answer bit z (m ) i equals 1, i.e.,
Given the block of questions (Q 1 , . . . , Q N ), the oracle transmits the length-N binary answer bits f (m) when x ∈ I m through N uses of the BSC( ), and the player tries to decode the message m given a noisy version of the codeword.
Thus both adaptive sequential querying and non-adaptive block querying can be mapped to associated channel coding problems in information transmission through a noisy channel, with and without feedback, respectively.
However, different from information transmission problems where the goal is to achieve reliable communication at some positive rate 0 < R ≤ C, the objective of the noisy 20 questions problem for state estimation is to minimize estimation error E[c(X,X N )]. In the next section, we introduce two different types of estimation errors that will be considered in this paper and discuss what kind of properties are desired for channel coding to minimize these estimation errors.
B. Estimation Errors: Mean Squared Error and Quantized Mean Squared Error
We consider two types of estimation error. The first is the mean squared error (MSE)
is the estimate of X after N queries. The second is the quantized MSE E[c q (X,X N )] where the quantized cost function c q (X,X N ) with 2 k levels is a stepwise function defined as
for X,X N ∈ [0, 1]. We consider this cost function when the objective of the problem is to estimate the value of X up to the first k bits (B 1 , . . . , B k ) in the dyadic expansion of X.
By defining the finite resolution estimatorX N,finite aŝ 
for the block decoding error probability when the resolution parameter k = 3.
the quantized MSE c q (X,X N ) withX N =X N,finite can be written in terms of the decoding error distance as
Note that the quantized MSE equals 0 when the player correctly decodes the message M 
for some constant 0 < c ≤ 1/4. This can be shown by writing the difference between the two expected errors as a sum of errors conditioned on the decoding error distance
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Therefore, the difference between the MSE and quantized MSE is bounded above by a scale factor of 2 −2k as in (12) .
Consider the case when the resolution k bits of the estimatorX N,finite increases linearly in the number of queries N as k = N R/ ln 2 for some fixed positive rate R > 0. Let E * MSE,policy (R) and E * q,policy (R) denote the best achievable exponentially decreasing rates of the MSE and the quantized MSE in N at a fixed rate R, respectively, for some policy, i.e.,
Then the equality in (12) implies that for large N , the exponential convergence rate of the MSE
in N is dominated by the minimum of the rate of the quantized MSE and 2R, i.e.,
For sufficiently large R > 0 where E * q,policy (R) ≤ 2R, the MSE exponent is identical to the quantized MSE exponent. In this paper, we analyze performance of a querying policy by calculating the best achievable quantized MSE exponent E * q,policy (R) at a fixed rate R > 0 for querying resolution of k = N R/ ln 2 bits. Once the quantized MSE exponent is calculated for every R > 0, by using (17) we can also calculate the resulting MSE exponent.
We next show how the MSE and the quantized MSE can be bounded below and above in terms of the block decoding error events {M = M } or bit decoding error events {B i = B i }, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The block decoding error {M = M } occurs when any of B i 's are incorrectly decoded. For a given cost function c(x,x N ), the expected estimation error can be written in terms of block decoding events {M = M } and {M = M } as
With the finite resolution estimatorX N,finite =M e −N R + e −N R /2, the MSE and the quantized MSE can be bounded above as
by using
2 and E[c q (X,X N,finite )|M = M ] = 0, respectively. The achievable exponent of the MSE in (18) is determined by the trade-off between the exponentially decreasing rate of Pr(M = M ) at a fixed rate R and the exponent 2R. On the other hand, in (19) , the achievable exponent of the quantized MSE is determined by the exponentially decreasing rate of Pr(M = M ) in N at a fixed rate R.
Tighter bounds on the two estimation errors can be found by expanding the errors in terms of the bit error probabilities. For a cost function c(x,x N ), the expected cost can be written as
where the number of information bits is k = N R/ ln 2. Note that conditioned on the event {B i = B i ,B
i−1 1
1 }, the cost functions |X −X N,finite | 2 and c q (X,X N,finite ) are bounded below and above
By using these bounds and (20), we can bound the MSE below and above as,
and the quantized MSE as
These bounds show how each bit error probability contributes to the average cost of estimation errors. In the upper bounds on the MSE (23) and on the quantized MSE (24), we can see that the weights on the bit error probabilities decrease exponentially in i as the bit position i increases corresponding to lower significance. In order to minimize the upper bounds on the MSE and on the quantized MSE for a fixed number of querying N , we need to design a querying strategy (or the associated channel coding) that can provide unequal error protection depending on the bit positions. This property differentiates a good channel coding strategy for state estimation from that for information transmission. In classical information transmission problems where the cost function is 1(M = M ), any bit error event {B i = B i } results in the same cost. Therefore, the optimal coding strategy to minimize the decoding error probability
at a fixed rate R provides uniform error protection for all the information bits. On the other hand, in a state estimation problem, the optimal coding strategy should provide unequal error protection.
III. REVIEW OF THREE DIFFERENT QUERYING STRATEGIES
In this section, we review three well-known querying policies including the adaptive bisection policy [12] , the nonadaptive UEP repetition policy [1] , and the non-adaptive block querying policy based on random block coding [14] in Sections III-A, III-B, and III-C, respectively. The performance of these policies are analyzed by the best achievable quantized MSE exponent defined in (16) with the finite resolution estimatorX N,finite (10).
A. Adaptive Bisection Policy
For adaptive sequential querying, greedy successive entropy minimization of a target variable is often proposed as a way to design a querying strategy for estimation of the target variable [7] , [9] . Successive entropy minimization strategies select the binary query that maximally reduces the remaining uncertainty of the target variable at each round. This can be accomplished by choosing a querying region Q i that balances the probability of the event {X ∈ Q i } and the probability of the event {X / ∈ Q i }, given past answers y
The uncertainty of the target variable is quantified by the differential entropy h(X) := − p(x) ln p(x)dx where
, and the reduction of the uncertainty by the i-querying equals
where Y i is the noisy observation of the oracle's answer Z i = 1(X ∈ Q i ) transmitted through the BSC( ). 
we can see that the successive entropy minimization policy achieves the maximum possible entropy reduction of X among policies that make N -uses of the BSC( ).
The bisection policy, which is also called Horstein's coding scheme [12] , is one example of a successive entropy Dyadic policy (non-adaptive) 
The predicted variance reduction depends on the choice of the querying region Q i since the posterior distribution
] minimizes the MSE and make it equal to the conditional variance of
Therefore, the bisection policy, which maximizes the predicted variance reduction in (28), is the MSE-optimal myopic (greedy) policy. 
1 ]}, which also governs the conditional variance of X. What we show in Proposition 1 is that the bisection policy selects Q i whose associated {E[X ∈ Q i |Y i−1 1
More discussion on successive entropy minimization policies and the proof of Proposition 1 will be provided in Appendix A.
In this paper, we are particularly interested in the error rates of convergence achievable with the bisection policy.
Even though the error rate for the bisection policy is very hard to analyze and not known in general, a slight modification of the bisection policy proposed by Burnashev and Zigangirov in [11] , and called the BZ algorithm, is analyzable. The BZ algorithm works very similarly to the bisection policy, except that the boundary of the querying regions is not equal to the median of the posterior distribution. Rather, the BZ boundary is chosen among a set of uniformly quantized thresholds
the threshold is chosen by sampling between the two points in the set T that are closest to the median of the posterior distribution. After N rounds of querying with the BZ algorithm, the controller finds the sub-interval
that maximizes the posterior probability of X. When M is the true index of the interval
where the target variable X belongs, the probability of the event {M = M } with the BZ algorithm decreases exponentially in N as
where R = (k ln 2)/N [11] , [4] . Since the quantized MSE can be bounded above by the block decoding error as shown in (19) , the quantized MSE exponent defined in (16) is bounded below by the exponent on the right hand side of (30).
Lemma 1 (Quantized MSE exponent with BZ algorithm [11] ): The best achievable quantized MSE exponent with the BZ algorithm, denoted E * q,BZ (R), is bounded below as
when the resolution of the querying region is k = N R/ ln 2 bits.
We will compare the achievable quantized MSE exponent E q,BZ (R) with those of non-adaptive policies introduced in the following sections.
B. Non-Adaptive Unequal Error Protection Repetition Querying
Different from the adaptive policy where the updated posterior distribution p(x|y i− 1 1 ) is available to the controller for design of the i-th querying region Q i , for the non-adaptive policy a block of queries is determined independently of previous answers from the oracle. Our objective is to design a block of queries to estimate X up to the first k bits in the binary expansion of X ≈ 0.B 1 . . . B k with the minimum estimation error E[c(X,X N )] for a given cost function c(X,X N ).
We first point out that even for the non-adaptive case, there exists a block of queries (Q 1 , . . . , Q N ) that does not depend on Y but not about B i , the events {B i = 1} and {B i = 0} are independent of
. Therefore, the dyadic policy satisfies condition (25) for every y i−1 1 ∈ {0, 1} i−1 and achieves the maximum reduction (27) of the conditional entropy.
Even though the dyadic policy maximally reduces the uncertainty of X measured by the entropy, this policy fails to make the estimation error converge to 0 even when N → ∞. This is because, in the BSC( ), with ∈ (0, 1/2) probability the player receives an incorrect value for the information bit B i . Since each bit B i is queried only once by the dyadic policy, if the player receives an incorrect answer for some bit B i there is no way to recover from this error. Therefore, the estimation error of the dyadic policy does not converge to 0.
To correctly estimate (B 1 , . . . , B k ) through N -uses of the noisy BSC( ), the player needs to design a block of queries (Q 1 , . . . , Q N ) with some redundancy, or equivalently design a block code with encoding map f :
N to guarantee a reliable transmission of the information bits (B 1 , . . . , B k ). As pointed out earlier, the decoding error of each B i has different effect on the estimation error. The different importances of B i 's can be quantified by the different weights on the bit error probabilities Pr(B i = B i ) in the upper bounds (23) and (24) on the MSE and on the quantized MSE, respectively. For non-adaptive block querying, in order to minimize the estimation error with a limited number N of queries it is desirable to provide different levels of error protection.
One way to provide unequal error protection is to repeat the query on the information bits multiple times, the number of repetitions varying in accordance with the desired level of error protection. Such a UEP repetition coding approach was considered in [1] . For this policy, the controller queries each of the bit
repeatedly N i times and the oracle sends the uncoded bit B i repeatedly by N i uses of the BSC( ). The total number of channel uses is restricted to k i=1 N i = N where k is the resolution of quantized X. Note that this repetition coding policy cannot achieve the maximum entropy reduction (27) of the target variable X, which is achievable only when the player keeps asking the most informative query at each round. The repeated queries on B i successively reduce the uncertainty of B i , and the bit error probability of B i decreases exponentially in the number of repeated queries, N i . The minimum bit error probability of B i is achievable with a simple majority voting algorithm, which claims the estimateB i to be the more frequently received binary value at the N i channel outputs. This simple algorithm is equivalent to maximum likelihood (ML) decoding for B i .
Lemma 2: When the oracle sends a binary bit B i ∼ Bernoulli(1/2) repeatedly N i (≥ 1) times through a BSC( ), the best achievable bit error probability with the majority voting algorithm decreases exponentially in N i as
Proof: Appendix B.
By assigning different numbers of repetitions (N 1 , N 2 , . . . N k ) for each information bit B i we can provide unequal error protection for the information bits. The remaining issue is the optimal solution for the number of repetitions 
Therefore, the maximum number of information bits that can be queried by repetition coding increases in N on By using the similar arguments, in [1] it was shown that with the UEP repetition code, the MSE minimized over all choices of (N 1 , . . . , N k ) and k decreases exponentially in √ N but not faster than that
for some positive constants c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 > 0. Therefore the adaptive bisection-based policy, whose estimation error decreases exponentially in N , gives a quadratically better exponential rate than the UEP repetition code. This implies that the UEP repetition code gives a MSE exponent (15) and quantized MSE exponent (16) that is equal to zero at any positive rate R > 0 where k = N R/ ln 2 bits.
Lemma 3: With the UEP repetition code, the best achievable MSE exponent and the quantized MSE exponent are
at any positive rate R > 0.
For non-adaptive block querying, in order to improve the error rates of convergence we need to use more sophisticated codes that can efficiently encode k = O(N ) information bits in a length N codeword while guaranteeing reliable transmission of the k = O(N ) bits. For this purpose, we consider a non-adaptive block querying based on random block coding in the following section.
random block code 
C. Non-Adaptive Block Querying Based on Random Block Coding
In this section, we introduce a non-adaptive block querying strategy based on random block coding [14] . The 
When the value of the target variable X belongs to the sub-interval I m , the oracle transmits the length-N answer 
is the transition probability of the BSC( ). Define the set of y's that are mapped to the message m by the ML decoder as Y m for m ∈ {0, . . . , e N R − 1}. Since the message M is uniformly distributed over {0, . . . , e N R − 1} for X ∼ unif[0, 1], the average decoding error probability is
We review previous results on analyzing the exponentially decreasing rate of Pr(M = M ) for random block codes with the ML decoding, and use it to analyze the best achievable quantized MSE exponent (16) with the random block code.
For the random block code of rate R, define the best achievable error exponent for the block decoding error
For a BSC( ) with the optimum input distribution Bernoulli(1/2), Forney's analysis [15] provides a closed form solution for E r (R),
The exponent E r (R) is a decreasing function of the rate R. As shown in [16] (pp. 147-149), for a very noisy channel ( ≈ 0.5) the error exponent in (38) can be approximated as
From the upper bound in (19) we obtain the bound on the quantized MSE:
Therefore, E r (R) is the achievable quantized MSE exponent. Moreover, we can also show that the exponent E r (R)
is not only an achievable exponent but also the best achievable quantized MSE exponent with the random block coding. This can be shown by using the lower bound in (24) and the fact that the random block code provides equal protection for every information bit, which makes the exponent of every bit decoding error probability equal to the exponent of the block decoding error, i.e.,
Lemma 4: The best achievable quantized MSE exponent with the non-adaptive block querying strategy based on random block code is equal to
for the random coding exponent E r (R) defined in (38).
Proof: Appendix C.
Compared to the UEP repetition code that achieves MSE and the quantized MSE decreasing exponentially only in √ N , the block querying based on random block coding achieves the estimation errors exponentially decreasing in N , which is the same rate achievable by the adaptive bisection policy. However, the random block code is not a MSE-optimal non-adaptive policy since it does not take into account the different contributions of each information bit to the MSE. In the next section, we introduce a new non-adaptive block querying strategy based on superposition coding, which employs both coding gain and unequal error protection.
IV. NON-ADAPTIVE BLOCK QUERYING BASED ON SUPERPOSITION CODING
Superposition codes [13] were originally developed as a channel coding scheme for communications over a degraded broadcast channel where one receiver is stronger than the other such that the stronger receiver can always recover the weaker receiver's message as well as its own message. The weaker receiver's message is thus treated as a public message and the stronger receiver's message is treated as a private message. Since the public message should be decodable not only to the stronger receiver but also to the weaker receiver, a better error protection is required for the public message than for the private message. We can use the superposition coding scheme to design an unequal error protection code for two levels of priority, where the more important layer contains the public message and the less important layer contains the private message.
In this section, we use this superposition coding principles to develop a non-adaptive block querying strategy that provides better error protection for MSBs than for LSBs and achieves a reliable communication for total k = N R/ ln 2 information bits, which linearly increase in the number of query rounds N for a fixed rate 0 < R ≤ C.
By efficiently allocating error protection to the MSBs and the LSBs, the UEP querying strategy achieves better MSE convergence rates as compared to random block codes.
We first partition the information bits (B 1 , . . . , B k ) into two sub-groups, a group containing the first k 1 < k bits of X (B 1 , . . . , B k1 ) and the other group containing remaining k 2 := k − k 1 bits of X (B k1+1 , . . . , B k1+k2 ). The group of MSBs (B 1 , . . . , B k1 ) determines the more important partial message M 1 ∈ {0, . . . , 2 k1 − 1}, while the group of LSBs (B k1+1 , . . . , B k1+k2 ) determines the less important partial message M 2 ∈ {0, . . . , 2 k2 − 1}. Denote the rates of M 1 and of M 2 by R 1 = (k 1 ln 2)/N and R 2 = (k 2 ln 2)/N , respectively.
Upon transmission of
expressed in terms of the decoding error of the partial messages as
When the partial message M 1 , which is composed of the N R 1 -most significant bits of X, can be correctly decoded, the quantized MSE associated with the error ofX N =X N,finite can be bounded above by e −2N R1 . By using this bound and the fact that E[c q (X,X N )|M 1 = M 1 ,M 1 = M 2 ] = 0, the quantized MSE can be bounded above as
Random Code UEP Code for
indicates that the importance of the partial message M 2 conditioned on the correctly decoded M 1 is significantly smaller than that of M 1 .
When we use the random block code, the best achievable decoding error rates for the partial message M 1 (MSBs) and for M 2 (LSBs) conditioned on the correct estimateM 1 = M 1 are
for the random block code error exponent E r (·) in (38). Since E r (R) is a decreasing function of the rate R, the exponents in (45) indicates that Pr(
for the random block code.
In other words, the decoding error probability Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) of the partial message M 1 becomes a bottleneck in reducing the upper bound in (44). To improve the quantized MSE exponent compared to that of the random block code, we will design a UEP code whose Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) decreases at least faster than that of the random block code, e −N Er(R1+R2) . By using the improved convergence rates of Pr(M 1 = M 1 ), we will also demonstrate that the proposed UEP code achieves a gain in the exponentially decreasing rate of the quantized MSE E[c q (X,X N )]
for high rate regimes of R > 0.
A. Encoding of Superposition Codes and the Associated Non-Adaptive Block Querying
In Fig. 5 , we illustrate the codeword distributions of the random block code and of a desired UEP code with two levels of priority, where the more important layer contains the MSBs and the less important layer contains the LSBs.
Each color dot is a codeword, and the shell around it is the decoding region for M = (M 1 , M 2 ) in the output space the right figure, even if noise corrupts the transmitted codeword, the color information will have higher probability of being correctly decoded. However, the probability of M 2 being correctly decoded given a correct estimate for M 1 = M 1 will be lower for the UPE code, since the codewords of the same color are closer to each other. We next construct a code that satisfies such a UEP property for the partial messages (M 1 , M 2 ) using superposition coding principles.
A superposition code is constructed by superimposing two random block codes generated by different distributions.
The first random block code of length N and rate R 1 is composed of e N R1 binary length-N codewords, {u (m1) }, m 1 ∈ {0, . . . , e N R1 − 1}, which encode the more important partial message m 1 (MSBs). The symbols of every codeword are chosen independently at random with Bernoulli(1/2) distribution. We call these partial codewords "cloud centers" in the output space {0, 1} N . The second random block code of length N and rate R 2 is composed of codewords {v (m2) }, m 2 ∈ {0, . . . , e N R2 − 1}, and it encodes the less important partial message m 2 (LSBs).
Every symbol of every codeword in {v (m2) } is independent and identically distributed with Bernoulli(α) distribution for some α ∈ (0, 1/2). The codeword z (m1,m2) for the total message (m 1 , m 2 ) is designed by the bit-wise XOR of the partial codewords u (m1) and v (m2) . The superposition code C s for the message (m 1 , m 2 ) ∈ {0, . . . , e N R1 − 1} × {0, . . . , e N R2 − 1} of rate R = R 1 + R 2 is thus composed of {z (m1,m2) }, where
The codewords {z (m1,m2) } for a fixed m 1 are called "satellite codewords." There are e N R2 -satellite codewords around each cloud center u (m1) . Fig. 6 illustrates the construction of superposition code.
Note that when α = 1/2 the distribution of the codewords in C s is the same as that of a random block code that is composed of e N (R1+R2) independent and identically distributed codewords where every symbol of every codeword is chosen independently at random with Bernoulli(1/2) distribution. Therefore, the random block code is a special case of the superposition code. In contrast to the case of α = 1/2, where every codeword is independent, for a superposition code with α ∈ (0, 1/2) the satellite codewords {z (m1,m2) }, m 2 ∈ {0, . . . , e N R2 − 1}, for a fixed m 1 (the same color codewords), are mutually dependent. Since the typical Hamming weight of v (m2) is N α, the typical distance between a satellite codeword z (m1,m2) = u (m1) ⊕ v (m2) and its cloud center u (m1) is N α. As α decreases from 1/2 to 0, the satellite codewords become more and more concentrated around its cloud center. random block code UEP code Fig. 7 . Illustration of the typical posterior distributions of X after N rounds of querying for random block coding (left) and for UEP coding with two levels of priority (right). Consider the case where the posterior probability of X in the correct m 1 region is higher for the UEP coding compared to that of the random block coding but the peaks within the correct m 1 region are smooth for the UEP coding compared to those of the random block code. For such a case, the UEP coding provides better error protection for m 1 but worse error protection for m 2 given the correctm 1 = m 1 than does the random block code.
Therefore, the superposition code satisfies the desired geometric property of UEP with two levels of priority. The parameter α ∈ (0, 1/2) determines how much the satellite codewords are concentrated around its cloud center, which determines the trade-offs between decoding error probability of M 1 and that of M 2 .
The block of querying regions (Q 1 , . . . , Q N ) associated with the superposition codewords {z
, . . . , 2 k2 − 1}, can be represented in terms of the sub-intervals I m1 :=
Since v for some m 1 , about a α-fraction of the sub-intervals I m1,m2 , m 2 ∈ {0, . . . , 2 k2 − 1}, within the I m1 is included in Q i . Therefore, different from block querying based on random block coding, where each of the sub-intervals I m1,m2 , m 1 ∈ {0, . . . , 2 k1 − 1}, m 2 ∈ {0, . . . , 2 k−2 − 1} is independently either included in or excluded from Q i with probabilities 1/2 and 1/2, for block querying based on superposition coding the events {I m1,m2 ⊂ Q i }, m 2 ∈ {0, . . . , 2 k1 − 1}, for a fixed m 1 , depend on each other. among all the m 1 ∈ {0, . . . , 2 k1 −1}, then the partial message m 1 can be correctly decoded by optimal ML decoder for the partial message m 1 . If the posterior probability associated with the correct m 1 region is higher for UEP coding than it is for random block coding, one obtains an improvement in the decoding error probability Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) of the partial message M 1 . However, this improvement might come at the cost of degraded Pr(M 2 = M 2 |M 1 = M 1 ).
B. Decoding of Superposition Code and Error Exponents of Partial Messages
In this section, we show that the non-adaptive block querying based on the superposition code can achieve an improved error exponent for the decoding error probability Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) of the more important partial message M 1 (MSBs) as compared to that of the random block code. This improvement occurs for sufficiently small R 1 and
Denote the maximum achievable error exponents of Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) and of Pr(M 2 = M 2 |M 1 = M 1 ) with the superposition code of rates (R 1 , R 2 ) as
where α ∈ (0, 1/2) is the parameter that determines the distribution of the codewords as explained in Section IV-A.
We analyze these exponents and compare those to the best achievable decoding error exponents (45) of the random block code.
There have been many previous works [17] , [18] , [19] to analyze the error exponents E * MSBs (R 1 , R 2 , α) and E * LSBs (R 2 , α) of the superposition code. A lower bound on E * LSBs (R 2 , α) can be calculated by directly applying the Gallager's error exponent analysis for a discrete memoryless channel with random block code of i.i.d. symbols having Bernoulli(α) distribution [19] . On the other hand, the analysis of E * MSBs (R 1 , R 2 , α) is much more complicated, since it involves comparisons between sum of likelihoods of exponentially many codewords (the satellite codewords in Fig. 6 ), which are dependent on each other, in order to find the most probable M 1 (MSBs, or the color of the transmitted codeword). Even though there exist a few lower bounds on E * MSBs (R 1 , R 2 , α) and some bounds are shown to be numerically tighter than the others, there has been no simple closed form solution for error exponents for superposition code. Since our goal is not to exactly calculate the error exponent E * MSBs (R 1 , R 2 , α) of Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) but to prove a gain in the quantized MSE exponent from the UEP superposition coding, we consider two well-known sub-optimal decoding rules instead of the ML decoding rule. This will provide lower bounds on the error exponents for ML decoding of UEP superposition codes for the noisy 20 questions problem.
The first sub-optimal decoding rule we consider is joint maximum likelihood (JML) decoding for m = (m 1 , m 2 ).
Given the received word y = z (m1,m2) ⊕ n, which is the noisy version of the block of answers z (m1,m2) added by a length-N noise n with i.i.d. Bernoulli( ) symbols, this decoding rule finds the most probable (m 1 ,m 2 ) such that
is the transition probability of the BSC( ). Note that this decoding rule minimizes the probability of block decoding error (M 1 ,M 2 ) = (M 1 , M 2 ) but not the probability of the partial decoding errorM 1 = M 1 , so that this is a sub-optimal decoding rule for M 1 . The decoding error of M 1 happens only whenM 1 = M 1 , regardless of whetherM 2 = M 2 or not. Let E MSBs,JML (R 1 , R 2 , α) denote the best achievable error exponent of Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) with JML decoding. In Lemma 5, we show that E MSBs,JML (R 1 , R 2 , α) ≥ E r (R 1 + R 2 ) for every (R 1 , R 2 ), regardless of the choice of α ∈ (0, 1/2). This implies that the superposition code provides a better, or at least as good, error protection for the partial message M 1 as that of the random block code for every (R 1 , R 2 ), regardless of the choice of α ∈ (0, 1/2).
The second sub-optimal decoding rule we consider is successive cancellation (SC) decoding. To decodem 1 , this decoding rule focuses only on the geometry of the partial codewords {u (m1) }, m 1 ∈ {0, . . . , e N R1 − 1}, (cloud centers in Fig. 6 ) while ignoring the true structure of the overall codewords {z (m1,m2) }. More specifically, this decoding rule behaves as if one of {u (m1) } is transmitted and the received word y is corrupted by a noise word Denoting by q Y |U (y|u) the transition probability of the BSC(α * ) and defining q N (y|u) = n i=1 q Y |U (y i |u i ), this sub-optimal decoding rule produces the estimatem 1 of the MSBs in the dyadic expansion of X:
for a given channel output sequence y. After decoding m 1 and having the estimatem 1 , the SC decoding rule subtracts u (m1) from y and finds the estimatem 2 for the partial message m 2 (LSBs) that maximizes the likelihood
Let E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) and E LSBs,SC (R 2 , α) denote the best achievable error exponents of Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) and of
, respectively, with SC decoding. Forney's analysis [15] yields the exponentially tight error exponent E MSBs,SC (R 1 , R 2 , α) for Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) with the SC decoding rule
Here
and thus E 0 (1/2, α * ) = − ln(1/2 + (α * )(1 − (α * ))),
. Moreover, for a given α ∈ (0, 1/2), the error exponent E LSBs,SC (R 2 , α) of the partial message M 2 can be shown to be positive for every 0 ≤ R 2 < C 2 (α).
The following lemma summarizes the lower bounds on the error exponent E * MSBs (R 1 , R 2 , α) (47) achievable with sub-optimal JML decoding and with sub-optimal SC decoding.
Lemma 5: The superposition code with ML decoding provides a better, or at least as good, error protection for the partial message M 1 as that of the random block code for every (R 1 , R 2 ), regardless of the choice of α ∈ (0, 1/2), i.e.,
where E MSBs,JML (R 1 , R 2 ) is the best achievable exponent using JML decoding rule. For sufficiently small R 1 > 0 and sufficiently large R 2 < C 2 (α) = H B (α * ) − H B ( ), a strictly positive gain in the exponent can be achieved using SC decoding rules, i.e.,
where E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) is the best achievable exponent using SC decoding rule.
Proof: Appendix D.
For a very noisy BSC( ) with capacity C = H B (1/2) − H B ( ), we can further demonstrate that, when we choose
is positive, UEP superposition coding provides a strictly positive gain in the error exponent of Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) as compared to that of the random block code.
Lemma 6: For a very noisy BSC( ) with = 0.5 − δ for small δ > 0, assume a fixed α ∈ (0, 1/2) and the rate R 2 = C 2 (α). Then the best achievable error exponent of Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) for the superposition code, denoted E * MSBs (R 1 , R 2 , α), is strictly larger than that of the random block code for every R 1 ∈ [0, C − C 2 (α)). More precisely, for every R 1 ∈ [0, C − C 2 (α)), with the SC decoding rule we can achieve an error exponent E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) strictly larger than E r (R 1 + R 2 ),
(54)
Proof: Appendix E.
In Fig 8, we provide a plot of E r (R 1 + R 2 ) (black solid line) and E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) (blue dash-dot line) over R = R 1 + R 2 for a BSC(0.45) for α = 0.11 and R 2 = C 2 (α). The plot for E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) starts from R = C 2 (α)
C. Gain in the Achievable Quantized MSE Exponent and the MSE Exponent from Superposition coding
By using the improvement in the decoding error exponents of M 1 (MSBs) from superposition coding, we can now demonstrate a gain in the exponentially decreasing rate of the quantized MSE E[c q (X,X N,finite )] in N for resolution of k = N R/ ln 2 bits. Define E * q,spc (R) the best achievable exponentially decreasing rate of E[c q (X,X N,finite )] with non-adaptive block querying based on the superposition code (SPC) of rate R:
The random block code achieves quantized MSE exponent E * q,rc (R) equal to E r (R) as demonstrated in Lemma 4. By using Lemma 6, we next show that for a very noisy BSC at high rate regimes of R ∈ ( C 6 , C), we can achieve E * q,spc (R) > E * q,rc (R) = E r (R) with non-adaptive block querying based on the superposition code. 
Theorem 1: For a very noisy BSC( ) with = 0.5 − δ for small δ > 0, the quantized MSE exponent E * q,spc (R) for the superposition code is strictly larger than that of the random block code E * q,rc (R) for every R ∈ ( C 6 , C). More precisely, for any R ∈ ( C 6 , C) there exists a lower bound on E * q,spc (R), denoted E q,spc (R), that is strictly larger than the exponent E * q,rc (R) of the random block code, i.e.,
(56)
Here the exponent E q,spc (R) is equal to E MSBs,SC (R *
This exponent is achievable with the SC decoding rule.
Proof: The quantized MSE can be bounded above in terms of block decoding error probabilities of M 1 (MSBs) and M 2 (LSBs) as
In Lemma 6, we showed that the decoding error probability of the partial message M 1 at the superposition code rates (R 1 , R 2 ) with the distribution parameter α ∈ (0, 1/2) can be bounded above as
By using this bound and the bound on the conditional decoding error probability of M 2 ,
the quantized MSE with the superposition coding can be bounded above as
Therefore, the best achievable quantized MSE exponent E * q,spc (R) with the superposition code of rate R = R 1 + R 2 is bounded below as
for a fixed α ∈ (0, 1/2), since E LSBs,SC (R 2 , α) = 0 at R 2 = C 2 (α), the right hand side of the lower bound (61) becomes
where R * 1 (α) := R − C 2 (α). Therefore, for this choice of the parameters, E * q,spc (R) can be bounded below as
We next find α ∈ (0, 1/2) that maximizes min{E MSBs,SC (R *
More specifically, we find α that makes E MSBs,SC (R *
For a very noisy BSC( ) with ≈ 1/2, as shown in [16] (pp. 147-149), the error exponent E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) in (51)
can be approximated as
By using this approximation, (64) can be written as
which is equivalent to
For R ∈ ( C 6 , C), there always exists a unique α ∈ (0, 1/2) satisfying (67). Therefore, with α = α * satisfying (67) we have
Lastly, as shown in Lemma 6, since E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) > E * q,rc (R) = E r (R 1 + R 2 ) for every R 1 ∈ [0.C − C 2 (α)) when R 2 = C 2 (α), for our choice of R we choose α that makes E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) = 2R 1 = 2(R − C 2 (α)), the achievable quantized MSE exponent with the superposition code Eq,spc(R) equals the value at the crossing point of E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) and 2R 1 , which is strictly larger than the best achievable quantized MSE exponent with the random block code, Er(R).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
In Fig 9, the gain in the quantized MSE exponent from superposition code at R = C/2 is illustrated. When we choose α that makes E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) = 2R 1 = 2(R − C 2 (α)) at R = C/2, the achievable quantized MSE exponent with the superposition code, which is denoted E q,spc (C/2), equals the value of E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) at R 1 where E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) and 2R 1 cross each other. This value is strictly larger than the best achievable quantized MSE exponent with the random block code, E r (C/2).
We next consider the achievable MSE E[|X −X N,finite | 2 ] with the superposition coding and demonstrate a gain in the MSE exponent in the high rate regimes of the rate R as compared to that of the random block coding. As shown in (12) and (17) the MSE can be written as a sum of the quantized MSE E[c q (X,X N,finite )]=e
and the finite resolution quantization error e −2N R as
As shown in (17), the MSE exponent E * MSE,policy (R) and the quantized MSE exponent E * q,policy (R) at a fixed rate R > 0 are related as E * MSE,policy (R) = min{E * q,policy (R), 2R}.
When E For random block coding, since the quantized MSE exponent E * q,rc (R) is equal to E r (R), the MSE exponent
For a very noisy BSC( ), the random block coding error exponent E r (R) can be approximated as in (38). By using this approximation, we can show that, where
By using Theorem 1, which shows that E q,spc (R) > E * q,rc (R) = E r (R) for R ∈ (C/6, C), we can also show that the MSE exponent E * MSE,spc (R) with superposition coding is strictly larger than the MSE exponent E * MSE,rc (R) of random block coding in R ∈ (C/6, C).
Corollary 1: For a very noisy BSC( ) with = 0.5 − δ for small δ > 0, the MSE exponent E * MSE,spc (R) with the superposition coding is strictly larger than that of the random block code E * MSE,rc (R) for every R ∈ (
Therefore, the superposition coding gain in the quantized MSE exponent in the high rate regime R ∈ (C/6, C) also results in a gain in the MSE exponent in this regime.
V. COMPARISONS BETWEEN PERFORMANCE OF THE FOUR DIFFERENT QUERYING POLICIES
In this section, we summarize and compare the four different querying policies discussed in this paper, adaptive bisection policy (Section III-A), non-adaptive repetition policy (Section III-B), non-adaptive block querying based on random block coding (Section III-C), and non-adaptive block querying based on superposition coding (Section IV). Table I random block coding and Eq,spc(R) is the lower bound on the best achievable quantized MSE exponent E * q,spc (R) with superposition coding. For R ∈ (C/6/C), there exists a gain in the achievable error exponent from the superposition coding.
variable, while the block querying policy based on random block coding provides equal error protection for every information bit. Repetition policy achieves MSE exponentially decreasing only in √ N , while the other two nonadaptive block querying policies as well as the bisection policy achieve the linear in N exponential rate of decrease. This is because the repetition policy can extract only k = O( √ N ) information bits reliably by N number of queries.
We next compare the achievable quantized MSE exponent at a fixed rate R > 0 for the four querying policies.
• Adaptive BZ algorithm:
• Non-adaptive UEP repetition querying: E * q,repetition (R) = 0.
• Non-adaptive block querying based on random block coding: E * q,rc (R) = E r (R) for E r (R) in (38), i.e.,
• Non-adaptive block querying based on superposition coding: E * q,spc (R) ≥ E q,spc (R) where
Note that the exponent E q,BZ (R) for the adaptive BZ algorithm and the exponent E q,spc (R) for the non-adaptive block querying based on superposition coding are lower bounds on the best achievable exponents of each of the querying policies, respectively, while E * q,repetiton (R) for the non-adaptive repetition querying and E * q,rc (R) for the random block coding are the best achievable exponents of each of the policies. When we compare the four exponents
, and E q,spc (R), we can show that
which implies that the non-adaptive block querying based on the superposition code achieves the best, or at least as fast error rates of convergence for the quantized MSE compared to the two other non-adaptive policies including the block querying based on random block code and the UEP repetition querying. The first inequality between E q,spc (R) and E * q,rc (R) follows from the fact that random block coding is a special case of superposition coding where the parameter α equals 1/2. In Theorem 1, we also demonstrated a strictly positive gain E q,spc (R) > E * q,rc (R) in the high rate regimes of R for a very noisy BSC( ). The second inequality, E * q,rc (R) ≥ E q,BZ (R), is true since E * q,rc (R) = E q,BZ (R) in the low rate regime of 0 ≤ R ≤ R crit ( ) while E * q,rc (R) > E q,BZ (R) in the high rate regime of R crit ( ) < R ≤ C. However, this does not necessarily mean that the non-adaptive querying based on random block coding outperforms the adaptive BZ algorithm since there may be better bounds than E q,BZ (R) on the best achievable exponent E * q,BZ (R). The last inequality holds since E * q,repetition (R) = 0 for every rate R. In Fig 10, we provide a plot of E q,spc (R) (red dashed line) and E * q,rc (R) (black solid line) with the line 2R (blue dash-dot line) for the BSC( ) with = 0.45. We can observe that the lower bound E q,spc (R) on the best achievable exponent of the superposition coding is strictly larger than the best achievable exponent E * q,rc (R) of the random block code in high rate regimes of R ∈ (C/6, C). As stated in Corollary 1, the gain in the quantized MSE exponent in the high rate regimes of R ∈ (C/6, C) from superposition coding also results in a gain in the MSE exponent within this rate regime where 2R≥ E q,spc (R) ≥ E * q,rc (R).
VI. CONCLUSION
We have considered estimation of the value of a continuous random variable in the context of the noisy 20 questions problem and proposed a non-adaptive block querying policy based on superposition coding that can provide unequal error protection for MSBs vs. LSBs of the binary expansion of the target variable, when the information bits are queried through a noisy BSC( ). Different from the UEP repetition code considered in [1] where the best achievable quantized MSE decreases exponentially only in √ N where N is the number of queries, our non-adaptive querying policy based on superposition coding achieves exponential decrease in N , matching the rate of an adaptive 20 questions scheme. Moreover, the achievable MSE exponent is strictly better than that of a random block code at high rate regimes of R for a very noisy BSC( ), where R determines the resolution of the querying region as k = N R/ ln 2 bits.
There are several open directions worthy of further study. First, while our lower bound in (56) on the best achievable quantized MSE exponent with the proposed UEP block querying demonstrates a strictly positive gain compared to that of the random block code in high rate regimes, it does not demonstrate any gain in low rate regimes.
It would be interesting to see if a strictly positive gain can also be provided by the proposed UEP coding in the low rate regimes. It may require analysis of the error exponent of the more important partial message M 1 (MSBs) with the optimal ML decoder in order to demonstrate a gain in the error exponent of M 1 from the superposition code even when R is small. Second, the proposed UEP querying policy can be generalized by using superposition coding with more than two levels of priority. This generalization may also improve the achievable estimation error since the resulting UEP querying policy would be able to use the querying resource more efficiently by providing finer levels of error protection for information bits of different significance, compared to the two level case we considered in this paper. Showing the improved performance, however, might require more complicated analysis of the error exponents of each of the partial messages. Third, the UEP block querying developed in this paper can be applied to state estimation problems with different cost functions other than L 2 -norm considered in this paper. The UEP block querying policy based on superposition coding is a general approach to provide different error protection for two levels of priority. When the cost function is specified, the different importance of each of the partial message can be quantified by the weights on the partial decoding error probabilities in the total estimation error. These weights then determines the optimal choice of the parameters such as the rates of each of partial message as well as the distribution of the superposition code in order to minimize the total estimation error. Therefore, the UEP block querying strategy can be adopted for general state estimation problems by choosing the right parameters for the superposition code given the specified cost function. since
xq(x)dx, for a = 0, 1. should be either
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for the threshold t 2 such that 
By rearranging the terms, the numerator of G d can be simplified as
By using this simplified numerator, G d can be written as 
The thresholds of the two step functions (86) and (87) for this case become the same as the median of the distribution.
Lemma 7 thus implies that among policies satisfying (91), the adaptive bisection policy is the optimum one-step policy that minimizes the conditional variance of X given a noisy answer Y .
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 2: BIT ERROR PROBABILITY WITH REPETITION CODING
In Lemma 2, we show that when a binary bit B i ∼ Bernoulli(1/2) is repeatedly transmitted through a BSC( ) by N i times, the decoding error probability of B i with the majority voting algorithm is bounded below and above as e
We first prove the upper bound. When the N i channel outputs for the input B i are denoted as
The majority voting claims an estimateB i = 1 when ni j=1 Y j > 0, and
Since the channel is symmetric and B i ∼ Bernoulli(1/2), the bit error probability can be bounded above as
where the last inequality is from the Markov's inequality.
Using the conditional independence of Y 1 , . . . , Y ni given B i = 1 and the fact that Pr(Y j = 1|B i = 1) = 1 − ,
When λ = log 1− , the term (1 − )e −λ + · e λ is minimized as 2 (1 − ) = e −D B (1/2 ) . Therefore, the bit error probability can be bounded above as
We next prove the lower bound. The bit error probability can be bounded below as
The probability Pr Ni j=1 Y j = 0|B i = 1 is the probability of the event that half of the transmitted bits are flipped by the channel noise of Bern(1/2) distribution. This probability is bounded below as
where the middle inequality is from the Stirling bound. By plugging this lower bound to (96), we obtain 
The achievability of (99) was shown by the bound (40). In this section we prove the converse, i.e., the quantized MSE exponent with the random block code cannot be better than E r (R). We prove this by providing a lower bound on the quantized MSE.
Consider the quantized MSE expanded in terms of the conditional bit error probabilities.
Since Pr(M = M ) → 1 as N → ∞ for the random block code of rate R ∈ (0, C), we know that Pr(B
We then show that the first term of the summation of the right hand side is
for the random coding error exponent E r (R).
Note that
The average bit error probability Pr(B i = B i ) for the random block code is the same for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} from the symmetry among the information bits B i 's in encoding. Since k = N R/ ln 2 increases linearly in N , the exponent of Pr(B 1 = B 1 ) is the same as that of 
The same bound also holds whenB 1 = 0 and B 1 = 1. In Lemma 5, we show that the superposition code provides a better, or at least as good error protection for the more important partial message M 1 (MSBs) as that of the random block code by providing two lower bounds E MSBs,JML (R 1 , R 2 ) and E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) on the best achievable error exponent E * MSBs (R 1 , R 2 , α). The first lower bound E MSBs,JML (R 1 , R 2 ) is defined as the best achievable error exponent for Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) with the joint maximum likelihood (JML) decoding rule. We show that E MSBs,JML (R 1 , R 2 ) ≥ E r (R 1 + R 2 ) for every (R 1 , R 2 , α) in the following lemma.
Lemma 8: For a given (R 1 , R 2 , α), the decoding error probability of M 1 with the Joint ML decoding rule is bounded by
Proof: Appendix F Note that for any given (R 1 , R 2 , α) the achievable exponent E LB MSBs,JML (R 1 , R 2 ) is equal to E r (R 1 + R 2 ). Since joint maximum likelihood decoding is a sub-optimal decoding rule, the fact that E MSBs,
implies that the superposition code provides a better, or at least as good, error protection for the partial message M 1 as that of the random block code for every (R 1 , R 2 ), regardless of the choice of α ∈ (0, 1/2).
We next prove a strict gain in the error exponent E * MSBs (R 1 , R 2 , α) from the superposition coding by providing another lower bound E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) on E * MSBs (R 1 , R 2 , α), which is the best achievable error exponent with the successive cancellation (SC) decoding rules. As shown in Eq. (51), the exponent can be written as
By comparing E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) in (109) with the random block code exponent E r (R 1 + R 2 ) in (38), we can
show that for sufficiently large R 2 and sufficiently small R 1 the superposition code provides a strictly better error protection for the partial message M 1 than does the random block code. More precisely, for a given α ∈ (0, 1/2) and a fixed ∈ (0, 1/2), we can find thresholds R 2,th (α, ) on R 2 and R 1,th (R 2 , α, ) on R 1 such that for R 2,th (α, ) < R 2 < C 2 (α) and 0 ≤ R 1 < R 1,th (R 2 , α, ) Fig. 11 . A plot of Er(R 1 + R 2 ) and E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) for = 0.45, α = 0.11, and R 2 = 2C 2 (α)/3. The superposition code error exponent E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) for the partial message M 1 is strictly greater than that that of the random block code Er(
The threshold on R 2 , denoted R 2,th (α, ), is defined as the rate R at which the random coding error exponent E r (R) equals E MSBs,SC (0, α) = E 0 (1/2, α * ). The threshold on R 1 , denoted R 1,th (R 2 , α, ), is defined as the rate R 1 such that E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) = E r (R 1 + R 2 ) for a given rate R 2 > R 2,th . In Fig. 11 , we plot E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) (blue dash-dot line) and E r (R 1 + R 2 ) (red solid line) for α = 0.11, = 0.45 and R 2 = 2C 2 (α)/3 > R 2,th (α, ). From the plots, we can observe a gain in the error exponent of Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) for 0 ≤ R 1 ≤ R 1,th (R 2 , α, ) at a fixed R 2 = 2C 2 (α)/3 > R 2,th (α, ). From the plots, we can also check the thresholds R 2,th (α, ) and R 1,th (R 2 , α, ) for this case.
Lastly, we state a lower bound on the exponent E LSBs,SC (R 2 , α) of Pr(M 2 = M 2 |M 1 = M 1 ) with the SC decoding rule provided in [19] :
for P V (v) being the Bernoulli(α) and P Y |V (y|v) being the transition probability of BSC( ). We can show that
Note that as α decreases from 1/2 to 0, the maximum rate C 2 (α) We show that for a very noisy BSC( ) the superposition codes achieve a strictly positive gain in the error exponent of Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) for every R 1 ∈ (0, H B (1/2) − H B (α * )) compared to that of the random block code when the rate R 2 of the less important message M 2 equals the maximum rate C 2 (α) = H B (α * ) − H B (α).
When we fix R 2 = C 2 (α), the best achievable Pr(M 1 = M 1 ) of the random block code with the rate R 1 of the more important message M 1 is
With the superposition codes and the successive cancellation decoding, we can achieve
To prove that E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) > E r (R 1 + R 2 ) for every R 1 ∈ [0, H B (1/2) − H B (α * )) at R 2 = C 2 (α), we need to demonstrate the following three statements for ≈ 0.5 at every α ∈ (0, 1/2), 1) E 0 (1/2, α * ) > E 0 (1/2, ) − C 2 (α).
2) E 0 (1/2, α * ) − R 1 > D B (γ GV (R 1 + C 2 (α)) ) for 0 ≤ R 1 ≤ R crit (α * ) when R crit ( ) < C 2 (α).
3) D B (γ GV (R 1 ) α * ) > D B (γ GV (R 1 + C 2 (α)) ) for R crit (α * ) < R 1 < H B (1/2) − H B (α * ).
Once these three statements are proven, it is sufficient to show that E MSBs,SC (R 1 , α) > E r (R 1 + R 2 ) for every
The first statement 1) E 0 (1/2, α * ) > E 0 (1/2, ) − C 2 (α) is equivalent to
When we define f (x) = H B (x) − log( √ x + √ 1 − x) 2 , the above inequality is equivalent to f (α * ) − f ( ) > 0.
Note that 0 ≤ < α * ≤ 1/2 for every α ∈ (0, 1/2). It can be checked that the derivative of f (x) is positive in the regime of 0.05 ≤ x ≤ 1/2. Therefore, for a very noisy channel with ≥ 0.05, the statement 1) E 0 (1/2, α * ) > E 0 (1/2, ) − C 2 (α) is true.
We next prove the statement 3) D B (γ GV (R 1 ) α * ) > D B (γ GV (R 1 + C 2 (α)) ) for R crit (α * ) < R 1 < H B (1/2) − H B (α * ), which will also be used to prove the statement 2). First, note that at R 1 = H B (1/2) − H B (α * ), D B (γ GV (R 1 ) α * ) = D B (γ GV (R 1 + C 2 (α)) ) = 0 from the definition of γ GV (R). We will prove that D B (γ GV (R 1 ) α * ) − D B (γ GV (R 1 + C 2 (α)) ) strictly decreases in R 1 ∈ (R crit (α * ), H B (1/2) − H B (α * )]. Since D B (γ GV (R 1 ) α * ) = D B (γ GV (R 1 + C 2 (α) ) = 0 at R 1 = H B (1/2) − H B (α * ), the fact that the difference between the two divergences strictly decreases implies the statemenet 3). To show that D B (γ GV (R 1 ) α * ) − D B (γ GV (R 1 + C 2 (α)) ) keeps decreasing, we will prove
From the definition of γ GV (R), it satisfies ln 2 + γ GV (R) ln γ GV (R) + (1 − γ GV (R)) ln(1 − γ GV (R)) = R. By differentiating both sides by γ GV (R) and re-arranging the terms, we get .
To prove this inequality, we will first show that
Note that α * = γ GV (H B (1/2) − H B (α * )), = γ GV (H B (1/2) − H B ( )). Therefore, (123) can be written as
Note that γ GV (R) is convex and decreasing in R. Moreover, we know that (H B (1/2)−H B ( ))−(H B (1/2)−H B (α * )) = C 2 (α). Since we consider the regime where R 1 ≤ H B (1/2) − H B (α * ), from the convexity of γ GV (R), the inequality in (124) can be implied. Therefore, for c := α * − , γ GV (R 1 + C 2 (α)) ≤ γ GV (R 1 ) − c ≤ 1/2.
Since log
1−x
x is decreasing in 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2 and γ GV (R 1 + C 2 (α)) ≤ γ GV (R 1 ) − c ≤ 1/2, we have log 
Therefore, to prove (122), it is sufficient to show that .
Since α * < γ GV (R 1 ) and c = α * − = γ GV (R 1 ) − (γ GV (R 1 ) − c), if we can prove that 
is increasing in x ∈ [α * , 1/2], the inequality in (126) holds. We will prove this by showing that the derivative of (127) in x is positive for the very noisy BSC of ≈ 1/2. The derivative of (127) is positive iff −1 (x − c) (1 − (x − c) )
From α * = + α(1 − 2 ), when ≈ 1/2 it is implied that c = α * − ≈ 0 and α * ≈ 1/2. Therefore, in the regime of α * ≤ x ≤ 1/2, c/x ≈ 0 and c/(1 − x) ≈ 0. We can approximate the terms in the left-hand side of (128) as 
By plugging these approximations, the left-hand side of (128) is approximated as
Since 0 < (1 − 2x) log Lastly, we prove the statement 2) E 0 (1/2, α * ) − R 1 > D B (γ GV (R 1 + C 2 (α)) ) for 0 ≤ R 1 ≤ R crit (α * ) when R crit ( ) < C 2 (α). Statement 3) implies that at R 1 = R crit (α * ), E 0 (1/2, α * ) − R 1 > D B (γ GV (R 1 + C 2 (α) ), since E 0 (1/2, α * ) − R 1 = D B (γ GV (R 1 ) α * ) at R 1 = R crit (α * ). When R crit ( ) < C 2 (α), the derivative of
On the other hand, the derivative of (E 0 (1/2, α * ) − R 1 ) in R 1 is ∂ ∂R1 (E 0 (1/2, α * ) − R 1 ) = −1. Since (E 0 (1/2, α * ) − R 1 ) decreases faster than D B (γ GV (R 1 + C 2 (α)) ) in R 1 ∈ [0, R crit (α * )], while (E 0 (1/2, α * ) − R 1 ) is still greater than D B (γ GV (R 1 + C 2 (α)) ) at R 1 = R crit (α * ), it is implied that
in R 1 ∈ [0, R crit (α * )].
We proved the three statements 1), 2) and 3), and these three statements imply the Lemma 6. 
From the symmetry of the superposition code over messages m = (m 1 , m 2 ), the average decoding error probability of the partial message m 1 , chosen uniformly at random from {0, . . . , e N R1 −1}, is equal to the decoding error probability of each partial message m 1 ∈ {0, . . . , e N R1 −1}. Therefore, without loss of generality, we suppose that z (0,0) is the correct codeword, which is transmitted over a BSC( ), and analyze the decoding error probability of m 1 = 0. Given the received word y = z (0,0) ⊕ n, the joint maximum likelihood decoding rule finds a unique codeword z (m1,m2) that is closest to y. When we denote the decoded message as (m 1 ,m 2 ), the decoding error happens only whenm 1 = 0, regardless of whetherm 2 = 0 or not.
The decoding error event E JML occurs if there exists a codeword z (m1,m2) with m 1 = 0 whose distance from y is less than or equal to the minimum of all distances between y and z (m1,m2) for m 1 = 0; i.e., when the minimum distance between y and any incorrect codeword z (m1,m2) with m 1 = 0 is N δ and the minimum distance between y and any codeword z (m1,m2) with m 1 = 0 is N τ , the decoding error happens with the event E JML = {δ ≤ τ }.
Because only the distance of codewords from y matters, we consider the "output-centered analysis" proposed in [15] where all codewords are translated by y. Let w (m1,m2) = z (m1,m2) ⊕ y = z (m1,m2) ⊕ z (0,0) ⊕ n denote the translated codewords. The translated correct codeword w (0,0) is the channel noise word n and is independent of y. The set of translated codewords for m 1 = 0, w (0,m2) = v (m2) ⊕ v (0) ⊕ n are independent of y but dependent on n. Moreover, {w (0,m2) }, m 2 ∈ {0, . . . , e N R2 − 1} are dependent to each other. The rest of the translated codewords with m 1 = 0, {w (m1,m2) }, m 1 ∈ {1, . . . , e N R1 − 1}, m 2 ∈ {0, . . . , e N R2 − 1} are independent of y, n, and {w (0,m2) }, m 2 ∈ {0, . . . , e N R2 − 1}. However, the codewords {w (m1,m2) }, m 2 ∈ {0, . . . , e N R2 − 1}, for a fixed m 1 are dependent to each other. Lastly, all received words y are equiprobable: p(y) = 2 −N . The probability distribution of the system consisting of the translated codewords and a received word y is thus p({w (0,m2) }, y, {w (m1 =0,m2) }) = 2 −N p({w (0,m2) })p({w (m1 =0,m2) }).
Therefore, we can think of the whole system as the one consisting of two independent subsystems, one comprising the translated codewords with m 1 = 0 and the other the translated codewords with m 1 = 0. We analyze the decoding error probability of M 1 with the JML decoding rule by using the independency between {w (0,m2) } and {w (m1 =0,m2) }.
